This study shows that return differences between Exchange-Traded Funds and their underlying portfolio Net Asset Valueswhich contain no fundamental riskcomove excessively across ETFs. Excess comovements are strong across ETFs in matching investment styles, but insignificant across opposite styles. The degree of return comovements is positively related to proxies for correlated demand shocks, flows to institutional ETF owners in matching styles, ETF liquidity and measures of aggregate market uncertainty. These results agree with a clientele based explanation, whereby investors with high liquidity needs and correlated demand self-select into ETFs due to their high perceived liquidity. JEL Classification: G10, G12, G14, G23
Introduction
In frictionless markets with rational investors, the price of a security will equal its fundamental value, and any comovement in returns must be due to comovement in fundamentals. However, in economies with frictions or with irrational investors, and in which there are limits to arbitrage, comovement in returns may be partially delinked from fundamentals giving rise to what is known as excess comovement. Several theoretical models build on the price impact of correlated investor demand to explain the existence of excess comovement 2 .
In this paper I analyze excessive return comovements by using a set of twin-based securities. The return differential between an Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) and its underlying portfolio of securities (NAV) contains no fundamental risk but the two components are subject to different sources of transient price pressure. Any remaining comovement among ETF-NAV return differentials can therefore be considered excessive. This approach is in sharp contrast to prior studies that test the theoretical predictions of excess comovement by studying return patterns around "exogenous" events, or by relying on a CAPM type model to filter out the fundamental component of returns 3 .
My conjecture that ETF returns comove excessively with one another starts with the idea that ETFs attract a clientele of high-turnover investors that impound non-fundamental demand shocks to ETF prices at a higher rate relative to the securities in their baskets. This liquidity clientele effect is motivated by Amihud and Mendelson's (1987) model, which predicts that short-horizon investors self-select into more liquid assets, such as ETFs.
ETFs are generally perceived to be more liquid than their underlying securities. Broman and Shum (2014) show that ETF spreads are, on average, smaller relative to their corresponding underlying portfolio spreads, and turnover is higher. This may happen because market making in portfolios (ETFs) is less risky due to lower adverse selection costs compared with individual securities. In addition, ETFs provide a "hidden" layer of liquidity via the share creation mechanism 4 that allows institutional investors to access liquidity via the primary market for 2 see Barberis and Shelifer (2003) , Barberis, Shleifer and Wurgler (2005) and Greenwood and Thesmar (2011) . 3 e.g. Barberis, Shleifer and Wurgler (2005) , Prinsky and Wang (2006) , Green and Hwang (2009) , Kumar, Page and Spalt (2013) 4 The creation/redemption process is an arbitrage mechanism that allows select institutional investors to trade on price differentials between the ETF and the NAV by creating (or redeeming) ETF shares in exchange for the underlying basket of securities.
ETFs whenever it is more cost efficient to transact in the underlying assets. This option-like feature of ETFs implies that the lower bound for their liquidity is determined by the liquidity of the ETF in the secondary market, and the underlying securities in the primary market. Retail investors will also find the liquidity of ETFs desirable since they have lower expense ratios than even their cheapest mutual fund counterparts.
Clientele differences combined with correlated demand among ETFs can give rise to excess comovement in returns. This can happen if high-turnover investors restrict their trades to the ETF space, forming a preferred habitat as in Barberis, Shleifer and Wurgler (2005) . Even if such investors do not trade solely in ETFs, excess comovement can exist as long as ETF investors have correlated liquidity needs (Greenwood and Thesmar, 2011) . The correlated demand of style investors can also give rise to excess comovements (as in Barberis and Shleifer, 2003) ; they may find ETFs attractive not only because of their high liquidity, but also because managers cater to investor demand by offering funds tied directly to popular investment styles, and because it is generally easier and cheaper to engage in style investing in ETFs.
Excess comovement of ETF returns implies that ETFs are exposed to an additional source of non-fundamental risk, particularly in the short-run. In this case the investors who may be the most attracted to ETFs (high-turnover investors) are also the ones that will suffer the most from this additional source of risk. Recent survey evidence by Greenwich Associates (2013) confirms that ETFs are increasingly being used by institutional investors for short-term strategies such as tactical asset allocation, as a short-term liquidity vehicle for hedging, for transition management and cash equitization.
To make my tests as clean as possible, I focus on a sample 163 physically replicated ETFs that are traded in the U.S. and that track only U.S. equity indices. These funds have over $530 billion in total assets as of 12/2012. In contrast to related studies on twin securities; cross-listed stocks (e.g. Gagnon and Karolyi, 2010) , international closed-end funds (Bodurtha, Kim and Lee, 1995) , or even domestic closed-end funds (Lee, Shleifer and Thaler, 1991) , my sample is unlikely to be affected by either non-synchronicity or stale pricing. The former is not a concern since ETFs and their underlying securities are traded in the same time-zone. Stale pricing is unlikely to occur because both ETFs and their underlying securities are generally actively traded.
To preview my results, I find strong comovement patterns among ETF-NAV returns within the small-and large-cap styles, as well as among the value-and growth styles. The valuation-based comovements are interesting because there are no significant differences in liquidity characteristics between value and growth funds suggesting that correlated trading at the style level may help explain these comovement patterns. To illustrate the economic impacts, a 1 Std.
Dev. increase in the own-style mispricing factor is on average associated with an increase in weekly ETF-NAV return differentials by 9.3 to 11.7 bps (or 61 to 70 % of the Std. Dev. of ETF-NAV returns) for value funds (smallest impact) to small-cap funds (biggest impact). Beyond the size and valuation styles, there are no remaining comovements across ETFs in opposite styles.
These results are strongest at the daily and weekly return horizons, but remain significant even at the monthly horizon. The economic magnitude of these effects is likely to be underestimated because ETF returns are calculated based on mid-point prices (as opposed to closing prices) that understate the true amount of mispricing; I use mid-point prices to minimize the possibility that commonality in bid-ask bounce is affecting the return comovements.
To further bolster my case that these comovement patterns are driven by correlated nonfundamental demand, I show that similar comovement patterns exist in the abnormal trading activity of ETFs and in shocks to ETF liquidity (relative to its underlying portfolio). More importantly, I find that these proxies for correlated demand shocks predict one-quarter ahead ETF return comovements. Several measures of ETF liquidity also positively predict return comovements, which is to be expected if ETFs attract investors with high liquidity needs.
Controlling for an ETFs liquidity characteristics, return comovements should be greater when market-wide arbitrage costs are high because they leave more "room" for excess comovement (Kumar and Lee, 2006; Kumar and Spalt, 2013) . Consistent with this idea, I find that return comovements are higher when funding liquidity is low, or when market volatility is high.
In contrast to Kumar and Spalt (2013) who show that retail investor accentuate return comovements and institutional investors mitigate them, my finding of excess comovements is likely to be driven by institutional investors because they account for roughly 80 % of the trading in ETFs (Aggarwal and Schofield, 2012) . Consistent with this idea, I show that average flows to institutional owners of ETFs at the investment style level predict one-quarter ahead excess comovements. The results in this paper therefore contribute to our limited understanding of institutional investors in facilitating excess comovements. Anton and Polk (2014) is the only other paper to my knowledge that also shows that institutional investors (specifically active mutual funds) facilitate excess comovements through their common ownership.
The high degree of excess comovement among ETFs raises the question of how important this issue can be among other securities subject to similar shocks, but with greater limits-toarbitrage. Namely, stock returns may also be exposed to similar non-fundamental sources of risk.
DeLisle, French and Schutte (2013) document a large increase in stock return comovements since the 1990s. This increase in comovements coincides with a large increase in index investing, particularly via ETFs. I provide preliminary evidence to support the idea that stock return comovements and ETF excess return comovements share a common driver, possibly related to correlated non-fundamental demand via habitat effects or style investing.
It is important to understand what affects asset prices in the ETF market due to the potential for spillovers across markets. Staer (2014) shows that ETF fund flows have a large impact on underlying stock returns, almost half of which is reversed within a few days. Ben-David, Franzoni and Moussawi (2014) find that higher ETF ownership of stocks is associated with more volatile stock returns and a stronger mean-reverting component in stock returns, while Da and Shive (2013) link higher ETF ownership to stronger underlying stock return comovements. My conjecture that ETFs attract high-turnover investors with correlated trading needs is consistent with these findings.
I also consider several alternative explanations for the documented return comovements.
First, the comovement patterns might be driven by similarities among ETFs in their rate of information diffusion. Given that differences in information diffusion between two actively traded securities (ETFs and their underlying U.S. equity securities) are unlikely to persist beyond the intra-daily horizon, my finding of excess comovement at the weekly and monthly horizons is inconsistent with the information diffusion hypothesis. Moreover, many of the style-based comovement patterns in returns and demand shock proxies are more consistent with correlated demand at the style level. Second, Cherkes, Sagi and Stanton (2008) derive a model to explain the Closed-End Fund discount puzzle that builds on the idea that CEF premiums are positively related to CEF liquidity (relative to its underlying portfolio). In the context of this paper, changes in premium could reflect changes in fund liquidity. Correlated changes could potentially explain the style-based return comovements. To test this prediction, I regress ETF-NAV returns on the change in relative liquidity of other ETFs in the same style. The results provide no support to this alternative story. Third, I consider whether ETF-NAV returns reflect differences in systematic risk between ETFs and NAVs, as captured by the Fama-French 3-Factors or the funding liquidity factor of Hu, Pan and Wang (2013) . The results are once again nonexistent.
Among the most widely cited evidence in favor of correlated demand-based theories of excess comovement are the comovements observed around index additions (with other index stocks) and stock splits (with low-priced stocks) 5 . The critical assumption, that the event is exogenous remains controversial and has recently been challenged by Kasch and Sarkar (2012) and Perez, Shkilko and Tang (2012) . There is also a broader debate in the literature as to whether the observed comovement patterns among small-cap stocks (Banz, 1981) or value/growth stocks French, 1993, 1995) can be explained by common variation in cash flows or discount rates 6 ; or by unmodeled irrational behavior (see Barberis and Thaler, 2003) , and to what extent limits-to-arbitrage can explain these findings (Brav, Heaton, Li, 2010) . My contribution in this regard is to provide a more controlled experiment that is better suited for separating the two sources (fundamental vs. non-fundamental) of return comovements. This paper is also related to a growing literature on the relationship between correlated trading and return comovements. Kumar and Lee (2006) find not only that retail trades are systematically correlated, but also that such trades can help explain some of the anomalous return comovements among stocks with high arbitrage costs. Correlated retail demand has also been linked to investors' tendency to place similar speculative bets (Dorn, Huberman and Sengmueller, 2008) . Kumar, Page and Spalt (2013b) show that stocks with lottery-like feature comove too much with one another due to the correlated trading activity of gambling-motivated investors. Greenwood (2007) constructs a simple trading strategy that bets on the reversion of the prices of over-weighted Nikkei 225 stocks that comove too much in the short-run and finds this trading strategy to yield significant risk-adjusted profits.
The article proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides some background information on ETF arbitrage. Section 3 presents the main hypotheses. Section 4 describes the data, defines the key variables and presents summary statistics. Section 5 presents the empirical tests for excess comovement, while section 6 investigates correlated demand and the determinants of return comovement. Section 7 explores alternative explanations. Section 8 concludes.
5 See e.g. Barberis, Shleifer and Wurgler (2005) , Green and Hwang (2009), Kumar, Page and Spalt (2013) . 6 See e.g. French (1993), (1995) ; Campbell, Polk and Vuolteenaho (2009); Campbell et al. (2013) 6
Background on ETF arbitrage and institutional details
ETFs have an open-ended structure via the share creation and redemption process that facilitates arbitrage. This process is only available to some institutional investors (called Authorized Participants, or APs), which have signed an agreement with the ETF sponsor. APs can buy or sell ETF shares in bundles (or creation units) directly from the ETF sponsor in exchange for the underlying basket of securities at the end of the trading day (at 4 P.M. EST). Although this process is limited to APs (typically market makers, broker/dealers or large institutions), they can also create (or redeem) shares directly for their clients who wish to transact in ETFs.
To illustrate the arbitrage process via the share creation mechanism, consider a situation where the ETF is trading at a premium (ETF price is above the NAV). An AP would then buy the underlying basket (at the NAV), exchange the basket for new ETF shares with the ETF sponsor and sell the newly created shares on the secondary market. The process works in reverse when the ETF is trading at a discount (ETF price is below the NAV).
The direct cost of creating ETF shares are small for U.S. equity funds (the focus of this paper). The size of a creation unit is typically 50,000 or 100,000 shares with dollar values ranging from $300,000 to $10 million. The fixed creation costs range from $500 to $3,000. For SPY, the world's largest and most actively traded ETF tracking the S&P 500, the fixed fee of $3,000 amounts to about 5 bp for one creation unit worth $6 million, or 1 bp for five creation units worth about $30 million (Petajisto, 2013) . For a sample of equity U.S. ETFs 7 , Broman and Shum (2014) report that share creations/redemptions occur on 30.9 (22.7) % of trading days on average (median) and conditional on such days, the magnitudes are $69.6 million ($12.4 million) or 244.3 percent (27.4 percent) of daily dollar volume. These magnitudes indicate that investors frequently create multiple creation units at a given point in time, possibly to reduce costs.
Arbitrage activity is also undertaken by market participants other than APs, such as hedge funds and high-frequency traders (Marshall, Nguyen, and Visaltanachoti, 2013) . For instance, when the ETF is trading at a premium, an investor can purchase the underpriced asset (NAV), short-sell the overpriced asset (ETF) and wait for prices to converge to realize an arbitrage profit.
ETF prices can also be arbitraged against other ETFs (Marshall, Nguyen, and Visaltanachoti, 2013; Petajisto, 2013) or against futures contracts (Richie, Daigler, and Gleason, 2008) . 7 Their sample is identical to mine. More details to follow in the data section.
Theoretical framework: liquidity clienteles, correlated demand and limited arbitrage
The theoretical channel for excess comovement in ETF returns relies on clientele effects, correlated demand and limited arbitrage. I will discuss each in turn. I begin by specifying a general risk-return relation for the ETF and the underlying portfolio Net Asset Value (NAV):
where E(R i ) = expected return of ETF/NAV i, f p = systematic risk factor p (zero-mean), β i,p = the p th factor sensitivity of ETF i
The ETF and the NAV are claims to the same fundamental assets. In efficient markets the expected returns and factor sensitivities of both assets must be the same. This assumption gives us Eq. (2). Despite the enhanced pricing efficiency of ETFs via the share creation mechanism, arbitrage remains, however, limited (more in the next section). For this reason it is important to verify that the expected return of , − is zero (confirmed in section 4.2) and that , − is uncorrelated with systematic risk factors (confirmed in section 7).
My conjecture is about the existence of a clientele factor C k,t in the ETF residual 8 : , , ,
, = clientele specific common factor for characteristic, or style k.
This factor arises because ETFs are likely to attract a clientele of high-turnover investors that impound non-fundamental demand shocks to ETF prices at a higher rate relative to the securities in their baskets. This liquidity clientele effect is motivated by Amihud and Mendelson's (1987) model, which predicts that short-horizon investors self-select into more liquid assets, such as ETFs. Supporting this conjecture, Broman and Shum (2014) show that ETFs have on average smaller proportional quoted spreads relative to their underlying portfolio. The authors also show that the ETF liquidity relative to its underlying portfolio is a key determinant of investor demand (fund flows and ownership by institutions with high ex-ante liquidity needs).
Relative ETF liquidity may be positive because market making in portfolios (ETFs) is less risky due to lower adverse selection costs compared with individual securities. In addition, ETFs provide a "hidden" layer of liquidity via the share creation/redemption mechanism that allows institutional investors to access liquidity via the primary market whenever it is more cost efficient to transact in the underlying assets. This option-like feature of ETFs implies that the lower bound for their liquidity is determined by the liquidity of the ETF in the secondary market, and the liquidity of the underlying securities in the primary market.
The existence of a liquidity clientele in ETFs is also supported empirically by Ben-David, Franzoni and Moussawi (2014), who find evidence consistent with the transmission of nonfundamental volatility to the underlying securities via arbitrage activity. In addition, investors who are forced to trade frequently due to income shocks (Lynch and Tan 2011) , exogenous liquidity shocks (Huang, 2003) , or because they need to hedge against non-traded risk exposure (Lo, Mamaysky and Wang 2004) , may be particularly attracted to ETFs with high liquidity.
Retail investors with high liquidity needs will also find ETFs attractive because they generally do not even have the capacity to invest cost-efficiently in the underlying stocks. There are few other alternatives for such investors because ETFs generally have lower expense ratios than even their cheapest mutual fund counterparts. Retail investors do pay attention to trading costs: Barber, Odean and Zheng (2005) show that salient, attention-grabbing information such as front-end loads and commissions, are important for mutual fund investors' purchase decisions. In the case of ETFs, the most salient costs are likely to be quoted spreads and expense ratios, which are widely disseminated, while commissions are generally small, and sometimes even free 9 .
An additional requirement for the existence of a common clientele factor is that ETF investors have correlated non-fundamental demand. This can happen if high-turnover investors restrict their trades to the ETF space, forming a preferred habitat as in Barberis, Shleifer and Wurgler (2005) . As noted by the authors, transactions costs can give rise to preferred habitat.
When these investors' risk-aversion, sentiment or liquidity needs change, they will engage in correlated trading, thereby inducing a common factor in ETF returns. The preferred habitat model is similar to the noise-trader model in Lee, Shleifer and Thaler (1991) where unpredictable changes in investor sentiment lead to changes in the demand for closed-end fund shares. Greenwood and Thesmar (2011) derive similar predictions without preferred habitats; they rely instead on correlated liquidity needs among groups of investors. Summarizing, Hypothesis 1: ETF returns comove excessively with the returns of other ETFs.
Another possibility is correlated demand at the style level. In Barberis and Shleifer's (2003) model investors allocate funds at the style level (e.g. small or value) as opposed to at the individual asset level. If some of these style investors are also noise traders with correlated sentiment (e.g., Baker and Wurgler, 2006) , then coordinated shifts in investor preference for certain investment styles will induce a common factor in the returns of assets in the same style.
The strong demand for investment styles is evident from the large number of ETFs, mutual funds, and hedge funds that follow distinct styles and which are used by both individual and institutional investors 10 . Moreover, style investors may be particularly attracted to ETFs because ETF managers cater to investor demand by offering funds tied directly to popular investment styles. It is also easier to move money in and out of two different styles with ETFs than with stocks and generally cheaper to enter into long-short strategies (e.g. Value-Growth) given the relatively low short-selling costs of ETFs 11 . Thus, Hypothesis 2: ETF returns comove excessively with the returns of other ETFs that have similar style characteristics.
Models of excess comovement also have obvious cross-sectional extensions. Namely, if the degree of commonality in non-fundamental demand shocks varies across ETFs, this variation should be cross-sectionally related to the amount of excess comovement in returns (Greenwood, 2007; Greenwood and Thesmar, 2011) .
Hypothesis 3:
The amount of excess comovement in ETF returns is positively related to the degree of commonality in non-fundamental demand.
Limits-to-Arbitrage
Without limits-to-arbitrage shocks to asset prices should revert instantaneously. In reality arbitrage remains limited by transactions costs, holding costs and other implicit restrictions (e.g. 10 see e.g. Brown and Goetzmann (1997) ; Fung and Hsieh (1997); and Chan, Chen, and Lakonishok (2002) short-selling constraints). As for transactions costs, both ETF and underlying portfolio spreads matter because arbitrage trades require access to both markets. Price impact is also of particular concern. Staer (2014) reports that a 1 Std. Dev. increase in aggregate share creations ($2.47 billion) is on average associated with a 52 bp concurrent increase in market returns; almost 40 % of the initial price impact reverts within five days. An arbitrageur incurs holding costs, especially idiosyncratic risk (see Pontiff, 2006) , whenever she has to delay liquidating the position 12 .
The potentially high price impact costs of ETF share creations combined with the large size of typical creation events (Broman and Shum, 2014) indicate that an AP might need several days to accumulate a position that is large enough to offset the creation without undue price impact. This makes it harder to trade on small price deviations by using the share creation process. Traditional long-short arbitrage trades with smaller trade sizes can be used to avoid some of the price impact costs. However, such arbitrage trades are exposed to holding costs. Greenwood's (2005) (2009) and Kumar (2009) that both retail and institutional investors allocate capital at the size and value-growth level. The Morningstar classification has three key advantages. First, it coincides with the dichotomy often used by practitioners. Second, Morningstar is a leading fund information provider and its classification system is publicly available. Third, many ETFs are named after their Morningstar style analogs e.g. SPDR S&P 600 Small-Cap Value or iShares Russell 3000 Growth fund. Investors do pay attention to fund names as illustrated by Cooper, Gulen and Rau (2005) . They show that mutual funds that take rename their fund to match the 13 I exclude the first 6 months of a funds history since the data can be unreliable, leaving me with an estimation sample of at least 2.5 years. For instance, ETFs may be illiquid when they are first created. Also, due to the low number of shares outstanding and the minimum fixed size of a creation/redemption basket, ETF's can experience dramatic creation/redemption activity early in the funds lifecycle. 14 The main results of this paper also hold for SPY. 15 For ETF's by the iShares provider I use the NAV data that is directly available from their website as they contain fewer data errors, as suggested by Petajisto (2013) . current "hot style "subsequently experience abnormal inflows, even when the name change is unrelated to performance or any real change in holdings to match the new style. counterparts. Although roughly half of the funds can be classified as sector funds, their share of the total AUM is less than one third throughout the sample and they are roughly equally split between the three size categories. The vast majority of funds are also fully replicated.
[ Table 1 ]
Key Variables
ETF mispricing is typically measured by the premium, or the log-difference between the market price of an ETF and the market value of the ETF's portfolio on a per-share basis (NAV 16 ):
where: ETF i,t = bid-ask midpoint price for ETF i on day t, NAV i,t = Net Asset Value Hypothesis 1 and 2 predict comovements among ETF-NAV return differences , − . When logreturns are used, , − corresponds to the change in premium, with the definition being exact on days when the ETF does not pay any dividends 17 . I will use log-returns throughout this study to keep the link clear between return differences and changes in premium.
There are a handful of extreme observations that need to be dealt with. Premiums greater than 20 % are mainly due to data errors (Petajisto, 2013) ; these are replaced by 1/3 of the previous day's premium (the normal rate of mean of mean-reversion in the data) 18 . When the mid-quote based premium is more than ten percentage points greater than the end-of-day based 16 NAV also includes accrued income from securities lending, dividends and cash, 17 ETF's typically pay dividends every quarter or semi-annually, so this is not of any real concern. 18 In addition, NAV returns are assumed to be identical to underlying index returns. Since most funds in my sample are fully replicated (see Table 1 ), this is an innocuous assumption. Based on this we can infer that the ETF return must equal the underlying index return minus the change in premium. premium in absolute terms, I use the latter instead (same filter for ETF returns). Finally, premiums and ETF-NAV return differences and are winsorized fund-by-fund at 5 Std. Dev. from the mean to reduce the impact of any remaining outliers. (2006) also suggest using mid-point prices in order to mitigate concerns about the illiquidity of the shares of smaller ETFs. In this case, the standard deviation of the premium (levels and changes) is roughly half of that reported for premiums based on closing prices. The absolute value of mid-quote premiums is smallest for large-cap funds (5.4 bps) followed by mid-(6.5 bps) and small-cap funds (8.1 bps) suggesting that arbitrage costs are highest for mid-and small-cap funds.
Descriptive Statistics
[ Table 2 ]
Empirical tests of excess comovement
In order to empirically identify the common clientele factor C k,t in ETF returns from Eq. (3), I first take the ETF-NAV return difference to control for fundamental variation in returns:
As a proxy for C k,t , I use the equally-weighted 19 ETF-NAV return of all other ETFs with a particular characteristic or style k, denoted , − . Excess comovement of ETF returns implies a positive association between , − and , − because − is unrelated to systematic risk factors (more in section 7). The key results are robust to orthogonalizing , − with these risk factors.
I begin by analyzing comovements among ETFs in the same size category. Size (of the underlying index) is not only related to a popular investment style, it also captures an important liquidity characteristic: small-cap ETFs typically have the lowest quoted spreads relative to their underlying portfolio followed by mid-and large-cap ETFs (Broman and Shum, 2014) . I estimate the following regression:
where the dependent variable is the ETF-NAV return difference and the three style factors are equally-weighted ETF-NAV returns of other small-, mid-and large-cap ETFs (excluding i).
Hypothesis 2 predicts that the own-category beta (e.g. the large-cap beta , of a large-cap ETF)
is greater than zero on average, which would indicate excess comovement at the style level.
Hypothesis 1 is a more general prediction about excess comovement among ETFs (the average of , , , , , is positive).
Regression (6) also includes the lagged level of premiums ( , −1 − ) to account for meanreversion in premium changes (or the ETF-NAV return, , − ). This mean-reversion arises fundamentally because the level of premium is stationary, in which case changes in premiums must be mean-reverting. I run time-series regressions of (6) separately for each ETF using all available observations and report the mean of the estimated coefficients across all ETFs, while taking into account the cross-equation correlations in the estimated betas when computing the standard errors for the mean. Following Hameed, Kang and Viswanathan (2010), I calculate the standard error for the mean estimated coefficient as:
where √ ( ) = the White standard error of the coefficient , = the estimated correlation between the residuals for ETF i and j.
[ Table 3 ] There is also some evidence of return comovements across categories. For instance, the returns of mid-cap ETFs comove excessively not only with other mid-cap ETFs (average , = 0.52, significant at 1 % level), but also with large-cap ETFs (average , = 0.17, significant at 10 % level) at the weekly level. This is to be expected when the styles that are relevant for investors are not perfectly identified. This is particularly true for mid-cap funds because the mid-cap style is not as well defined as the opposites large-and small.
Next, I examine return comovements among two popular investment styles: value and growth. Any excess comovement in ETF returns within the same style, but not across, would be consistent with style investing (Hypothesis 2). In contrast, such comovement patterns would be hard to reconcile with correlated trading at the preferred habitat, or ETF level (Hypothesis 1), because high-turnover investors would not differentiate between value and growth ETFs as they have similar liquidity characteristics (Broman and Shum, 2014) . The regression is then:
The results in Table 3 show that the own-category betas are significantly positive for both value and growth ETFs indicating excess comovement among ETFs within the same valuation style.
At the weekly level, the economic impacts of a 1 Std. Dev. shock to the own valuation factors are somewhat lower than the size-based comovements at 6.7 bps and 3.1 bps, which correspond to 39 % and 29 % of the Std. Dev. of ETF-NAV returns. These results hold mainly at the daily and weekly return horizons. At the monthly horizon there is evidence of return comovements across styles: growth ETFs comove significantly with value ETFs. These results are likely driven by an incomplete characterization of styles; size is also important.
Own and distant styles
The results in the previous section indicate that there are strong return comovements among
ETFs that belong to the same size and/or valuation categories. However, there is also some evidence of comovement across categories. In the style investing model of Barberis and Shleifer (2003) there are only two stylesown and distantand securities should comove positively with other securities in the same style, and negatively with securities in the distant style. In order to improve identification of the styles, I match ETFs into two mutually exclusive groups (ownand distant) based on both the size and valuation categories. I estimate the following model:
In constructing the own-category return factor for ETF i, I include funds that match at least one style. I do not match along both the size and valuation styles because in some style intersections there are only a few funds (e.g. small-cap value), which might produce noisy return factors.
Instead, I give equal weight to funds that match only one of the categories, and twice the equal [ Table 4 ]
The results in Table 4 , Panel A for the weekly horizon show not only that the own-category betas are on average positive and significant, but also that more than 75 % of the betas are individually significant, and more than 95 % are positive. As predicted by the style investing model, there is also some evidence to suggest that the distant category comovements are negative. The distant category betas are negative on average, but insignificant. This lack of significance seems to be driven by mid-cap funds whose style is not as well defined. Re-running the regression without To summarize, the results in this section indicate that ETFs comove excessively only with other ETFs in the same size and valuation style. These results hold across daily, weekly and even monthly return horizons. Since the price pressure associated with non-fundamental demand shocks is temporary, the strength of excess comovements should, on the one hand, decline with the length of the return horizon, particularly because the share creation mechanism facilitates arbitrage. On the other hand, if there is some persistence in demand shocks combined with limits-to-arbitrage, then it could help explain the persistence in return comovements over longer horizons.
Correlated demand and excess comovement in returns
The demand-based theories of return comovement predict that correlated (non-fundamental) demand shocks can give rise to excess comovement in asset returns. Moreover, if the degree of commonality in demand shocks varies across securities, this variation should be cross-sectionally related to the amount of excess comovement in returns (Hypothesis 3). In order to test this hypothesis, we need empirical proxies for correlated demand shocks. In section 6.1, I propose three such measures. I also show that these demand shock proxies exhibit similar style-based comovements as do ETF-NAV returns. In section 6.2, I explore the determinants of return comovement and the test the cross-sectional prediction of Hypothesis 3.
Measuring correlated demand shocks
Correlated demand shocks can arise from various sources, such as changes in sentiment, risk aversion, changes in liquidity needs, income shocks or hedging needs. Theoretical models of excess comovements generally do not distinguish between the various sources; neither do I. My goal is simply to link return comovement with correlated demand shocks. To arrive at a proxy for non-fundamental demand shocks, I build on the concept of abnormal trading activity. In the context of portfolio theory, turnover is a natural proxy for trading activity (Lo and Wang, 2000) .
Hence, I use ETF turnover relative to its underlying basket of securities:
where: , = , / , , or the share volume divided by the number of shares outstanding for ETF i on day t. , = turnover of underlying security k on day t. , , = dollar-weight invested by ETF i in security k at the end of day t A similar measure of portfolio turnover ( , , , ) is used by Lo and Wang (2000) . Higher numbers for REL(TO) indicate that the ETF is more actively traded relative to its underlying securities, presumably because the ETF attracts high-turnover investors. As a measure for relative turnover shocks, I use the residual estimated from an ARMA(1,1) model for the daily REL(TO), denoted by , . A positive , signals an unexpected increase in the trading activity of ETF i relative to its underlying basket of securities. It is possible that , reflects not only non-fundamental, but also fundamental demand shocks. For instance, investors could use ETFs for (fundamental) style-timing strategies. However, if investors collectively use active style-timing strategies (implying correlated demand), they cannot all be based on fundamental information because the average investor cannot beat the market. Hence, commonality in relative turnover shocks should, at least partly, be driven by correlated non-fundamental demand.
To investigate comovements in relative turnover, I adopt the same approach that I used for ETF-NAV returns. Specifically, I regress shocks to relative trading activity on the equallyweighted shock to relative trading activity of other funds in ETF i's own or distant styles (as defined in the previous section): 11 , , ,
The one-day leading and lagged terms are meant capture any lagged adjustment in commonality (Chordia, Roll and Subrahmanyam, 2000) . Correlated demand at the style level implies positive concurrent own-style betas ( ,0 ). One caveat is that I cannot rule out comovements across styles ( ,0 > 0) because , may also capture fundamental demand shocks that are likely to be correlated at the market level. Nevertheless, I would expect to find stronger own than distant style comovements if the non-fundamental style component is strong.
As an alternative measure of correlated demand, I use the degree of commonality in relative liquidity. There is an extensive literature documenting that liquidity comoves across stocks. The demand-side view argues that commonality in liquidity arises because of correlated trading activity (Chordia, Roll and Subrahmanyam, 2000; Karolyi, Lee and Van Dijk, 2012) , demand by institutional owners (Kamara, Lou and Sadka, 2008) , by investor sentiment (Huberman and Halka, 2001) or the price impact of correlated liquidity needs (Greenwood and Thesmar, 2011) . In this case we can view commonality in ETF liquidity as a proxy for correlated demand. The supply-side view provides a different interpretation. In this case liquidity commonality is explained by the funding constraints of financial intermediaries. Several theoretical models predict that commonality in liquidity, via illiquidity spirals or feedback loops, increases during periods when arbitrage capital is limited 22 . Even if liquidity commonality is to some extent related to supply effect, the prediction does not change. That is, when the supply of arbitrage capital is limited, liquidity commonality is high, there is more room for mispricing and for excessive return comovements. However, as we shall see in section 6.2, the results are more consistent with the demand-side view of liquidity commonality. 22 see Karolyi, Lee and Van Dijk (2012) for an extensive list of references.
To measure relative liquidity, I use the difference between the (log of) Amihud's price impact 23 for the underlying portfolio and the ETF: Suppose that all N institutional investors who hold ETF i receive a large sell order in a given quarter, implying correlated demand at the ETF level, then , < 0. To measure correlated 23 Daily observations of the price impact ratio above the 99.5 th percentile of the sample have been discarded as in Amihud (2002) . Similar results obtain if I use the CRSP-based quoted spreads to measure liquidity. 24 Lesmond (2005) greater than 10,000 shares or $200,000 must be disclosed. To arrive at a measure of institutional ownership , , −1 , the number shares held at the quarter-end is divided by the median number of ETF shares outstanding. The median is used to mitigate the impact of outliers and timing errors in the reporting of shares held (Broman and Shum, 2014) . The holdings data is also adjusted for errors following Frazzini and Lamont (2008) . average and median values for the concurrent, lagged, lead, sum coefficients and adjusted R 2 ; the percentage of funds with positive coefficients, the percentage of funds with positive and significant coefficients, negative and significant coefficients. Test of statistical significance for the average (median) coefficient is based on the cross-sectional t-statistic (sign-test) similar to Chordia, Roll and Subrahmanyam (2000) and Brockman et al. (2009) . The results show that shocks to relative turnover , comove significantly (at the 1 % level) across ETFs in the same style both at the mean and the median. More than 99 % of the concurrent ,0 coefficients are positive, and almost 90 % are individually significant at the 5 % level. Although shocks to relative trading activity also comove across styles ( ,0 > 0), the magnitude of the ,0 's are only about a third as large as those for the ,0 's and less than 50 % of the concurrent ,0 coefficients are individually significant at the 5 % level.
Results for correlated demand
[ Table 5 ]
The results for relative liquidity paint an even clearer picture: shocks to relative liquidity comove positively (100 % of ETFs) and significantly (93 % of ETFs) across ETFs in the same style ( ,0 > 0), while there are no significant comovement across ETFs in distant styles ( ,0 = 0). These style-based comovements in relative liquidity are more consistent with demand than supply-side explanations given that the theoretical effects behind the latter (illiquidity spirals and feedback loops) are generally described as a market-wide phenomenon.
Overall, the results in this section highlight that measures for demand shocks exhibit similar style-based comovements as do ETF-NAV returns.
Explaining the amount of return comovement
Hypothesis 3 predicts a link between return and demand shock comovements. In this context, how should one measure the degree of comovement in returns and demand shocks? The existing literature mainly uses the regression R 2 (e.g. Morck, Yeung and Yu, 2000; Hameed, Kang and Viswanathan, 2010; Karolyi, Lee and Van Dijk, 2012) , although the beta coefficient is also used (Kamara, Lou and Sadka, 2008) . I use the R 2 because the beta is sensitive to scaling effects that arise from differences in factors and their volatilities (i.e. the beta denominator) across ETF styles. It is also difficult to make cross-sectional comparisons of betas in short samples due to the large variation in ETF-NAV return volatilities across ETFs and over time. The R 2 -measure does not suffer from these problems as it is a function of both the variance of the dependent variable and the factors. I therefore use the regression R 2 (labelled , 2 ) from Eq. (9), estimated every quarter q on daily data. Since regression (9) also controls for the lagged level of premium, I decompose the model R 2 as:
and use the sum of the last two normalized covariance terms, denoted , 2 , to measure the degree of return comovement. can be interpreted as the fraction of the model R 2 attributable to the own and distant category factors (Graham, Li and Qiu, 2013) . Similarly, I measure comovements in relative turnover/liquidity shocks from the fraction of model ) across the small-, mid-and large-cap styles. We can see that small-cap ETFs have higher return comovements relative to large-cap ETFs throughout the sample. This is not surprising because small-cap ETFs are generally the most liquid relative to their underlying securities (Broman and Shum, 2014) , which should make them particularly attractive to highturnover investors who experience non-fundamental demand shocks at a higher rate relative to the investors in the underlying securities. Similar patterns can also be seen for comovements in relative turnover and liquidity. Figure 2 is constructed in a similar way, except that return comovements are depicted across terciles of ETFs based on the degree of correlated demand shocks in the prior quarter, as proxied by is a measure of the magnitude of comovement.
Return comovements are likely to be higher among funds with more desirable liquidity characteristics. As a direct measure of liquidity, I use the monthly quoted spread for the ETF: ). The CRSP-based spread is highly correlated with the (more accurate) TAQ spread in the crosssection (Chung and Zhang, 2014) , which is the dimension of primary interest.
I also include the expense ratio because it is a salient attention-grabbing cost for retail investors, and Assets Under Management because AUM and liquidity are correlated. Another related measure is holding costs (a proxy for arbitrage costs), or costs that accrue every period a position remains open. Pontiff (2006) demonstrates theoretically that a rational investor's demand for a mispriced asset increases with the magnitude of mispricing, but decreases with the asset's idiosyncratic risk. An arbitrageur will be exposed to idiosyncratic risk whenever she has to delay liquidating the position. To measure idiosyncratic risk, I use the standard deviation of the change in premium. Gagnon and Karolyi (2010) use a similar measure for cross-listed stocks.
Controlling for an ETFs liquidity characteristics, return comovements should be greater when market-wide arbitrage costs are high because they leave more "room" for excess comovement (Kumar and Lee, 2006; Kumar and Spalt, 2013) . I use the funding liquidity factor by Hu, Pan and Wang (2013) , which is based on price deviations between on-the-run and offthe-run Treasury securities, averaged across a wide range of maturities. Market volatility is also an important determinant of the risk to market makers of maintaining inventories of their securities (Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam, 2000) , and changes in market volatility can cause changes in inventories and create correlated institutional trading. Market volatility is also related aggregate uncertainty in financial markets either via higher transaction costs or lower funding liquidity (i.e., less capital is devoted to ETF arbitrage) as in Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009).
In either case, the prediction is that return comovements should be positively related to market volatility, which I proxy for by the volatility of the NAV returns.
[ Table 6 ] Before I discuss the results, I present a correlation matrix for the variables included in the regression. Table 6 shows that return comovements , 2 are positively correlated with proxies for correlated demand shocks (ranging from 0.03 for | , −1 | to 0.47 for , −1 2 ) and with proxies for the level of ETF illiquidity (from -0.10 for ETF spreads to -0.39 for expense ratios).
Correlations among the correlated demand shock proxies are generally also positive.
[ Table 7] The results in Table 7 suggest that every proxy for correlated demand shocks, when included individually, predict return comovements positively and significantly at the 1 % significance level. The only exception is flows to an ETFs institutional owners. This is not surprising given that this variable is constructed at a very low frequency (quarterly) relative to the frequency at which return comovements are measured (daily). Nevertheless, we see a positive and highly significant relationship between flows to institutional owners matching the style of ETF i, which is consistent with correlated demand taking place at the style level.
Moreover, return comovements are significantly higher for more liquid ETFs (lower quoted spreads, expense ratios and idiosyncratic risk), for less liquid underlying portfolios, and during times when arbitrage is limited (high market volatility, low funding liquidity). Similar results are obtained when all correlated demand proxies are included simultaneously, and if we control for time or ETF fixed effects in addition to style fixed effects. In omitted robustness tests I also verify that similar results are obtained when comovements are measured using weekly data 26 .
Overall, the findings in this section show that return comovements are stronger for ETFs with high correlated demand and more desirable liquidity characteristics, which supports my conjecture that ETF returns comove excessively with one another due to the correlated demand of a high-turnover clientele in ETFs.
ETF and underlying portfolio return comovement
DeLisle, French and Schutte (2013) document a large increase stock return comovementsas measured by the R 2 from a market model for individual stock returnssince the 1990s. This increase in comovements coincides with a large increase in index investing, particularly via ETFs. Wurgler (2010) discusses the economic benefits and costs associated with index investing.
Among the economic costs is the potential for a rise in return comovements via habitat effects or style investing, the effect of which will be stronger as the degree of overlap among indices increases. This conjecture is not inconsistent with the risk-return relationship that I assumed for the ETF and its underlying portfolio in Eq. (1) and (2). The risk-return relationship can be reinterpreted such that both the ETF and its underlying portfolio are exposed to the common habitat/style factor C k , but the ETF has a higher exposure ( > ) because it is likely to attract high-turnover investors who are more exposed to non-fundamental demand shocks relative to the investors in the underlying securities. The implication of this is two-fold. First, the excessive return comovements documented in this study would be underestimated because we could only identify the differential exposure between ETF and NAV returns ( − ).
Second, there would be a positive relationship between the degree of return comovement among ETFs, and degree of comovement among their underlying securities. To test this idea, I expand on Eq. (15) by including measures of underlying stock return comovements.
To measure underlying stock return comovements for ETF i's portfolio during quarter q, I first calculate the degree of return comovement for each individual stock j held by ETF i. This is done by regressing the daily stock return ( , ) on the Fama and French 3-factors (MKT, SMB and HML) and calculating the fraction of model R 2 attributable to the MKT factor, and combined for the SMB and HML factors. Next, I calculate the dollar-weighted average R 2 : 
The decomposition of total R 2 to the fraction attributable to the MKT and style factors SMB and HML is motivated by the idea that some of the comovement patterns among small and value/growth stocks could be driven by correlated non-fundamental demand. I therefore expect a positive link between ETF return comovements , , , particularly with the latter.
[ Table 8 ] enter with a positive and significant coefficient (at the 1 % level). What is noteworthy is that the coefficient for , , 2 remains highly significant (but only marginally significant for , , 2 ) even after controlling for time fixed effects implying that there is a common cross-sectional driver of ETF and stock return comovements, presumably related to correlated demand at the style level. The results remain strong (in fact even stronger) if we control for ETF fixed effects suggesting time-invariant ETF characteristics due not subsume the effect.
Alternative explanations
Differences between ETF and NAV returns might also be related to factors other than price pressure induced by correlated demand. In this section I consider three alternative explanations.
Information diffusion
The information diffusion view of excess comovement asserts that fundamental shocks (with permanent price impact) are incorporated faster into the prices of some securities as opposed to others (Barberis, Shleifer and Wurger, 2005) . In this case there will be a common factor in the returns of securities that incorporate information at similar rates. For instance, if information diffuses faster into ETF prices, then ETF premiums may reflect news that is embedded in ETF price, but not in the prices of underlying securities (NAV). Consequently, changes in premiums (or ETF-NAV return) can be contemporaneously correlated across ETFs.
The results in this paper do not support the information diffusion view. First, differences in information diffusion between two actively traded securities (ETFs and their underlying portfolios) are unlikely to persist beyond the intra-daily horizon. The key results in this study are, however, robust at the weekly and monthly horizons. Moreover, the style-based return comovements are hard to reconcile with information diffusion, particularly those documented among ETFs in the same value/growth style because there are no significant differences in liquidity between value and growth ETFs. Finally, I show strong evidence of predictability in the degree of excess return comovement using several proxies for correlated demand shocks. Some degree of persistence in demand shocks combined with limits-to-arbitrage could explain this predictability as well as the persistence in return comovements over longer horizons.
The existing literature also provides some evidence against the information diffusion hypothesis. Ben-David, Franzoni and Moussawi (2014) show that greater (exogenous) stock ownership by ETFs is associated with higher stock return volatility and a stronger meanreverting component in stocks returns implying that the higher volatility arises from nonfundamental sources. Further evidence is provided by Staer (2014) who shows that much of the initial price impact of ETF flows on underlying stock returns reverts within five days. Cherkes, Sagi and Stanton (2008) propose a theoretical model to explain the closed-end fund discount puzzle that builds on the idea that CEF premiums are positively related to the liquidity of the CEF relative to its underlying portfolio and expense ratios. Thus, changes in premium could reflect changes in fund liquidity (as expense ratios rarely change). A similar argument has been empirically tested by Chan, Hong, and Subrahmanyam (2008) in the context of cross-listed (ADR) stocks. The authors find that changes in ADR premiums (calculated relative to their home market share prices) are positively related to ADR liquidity relative to home share liquidity.
Correlated changes in liquidity
In order for changes in relative liquidity to be able to explain the return comovements documented previously, changes in liquidity must also be correlated across ETFs. To investigate this issue, I regress changes in premiums (i.e. ETF-NAV returns) on shocks to relative ETF liquidity ( , based on Eq. (12)) and the average shock to relative liquidity of other ETFs in own-and distant-styles ( , , , ).
[ Table 9 ]
The results in Table 9 provide no evidence to suggest that ETF-NAV returns can be explained by shocks to relative ETF liquidity, or by shocks to relative liquidity of other ETFs in the own-or distant-styles. The results remain unchanged if I follow Chan, Hong, and Subrahmanyam (2008) and calculate the dependent variable and liquidity measures as the difference between the average of daily values in the current month and the average in the previous month 27 . These results suggest that correlated changes in liquidity are unlikely to have an economically important effect on ETF-NAV returns. 27 Results omitted for conciseness, but are available upon request.
Exposure to systematic risk factors
Differences in systematic risk between ETF and NAV returns might be able to explain the comovement patterns documented earlier. To investigate this possibility, I regress ETF-NAV return differences on the Fama and French 3-factors (MKT, SMB and HML 28 ) and the lagged premium ( , −1 − ) to control for mean-reversion in ETF-NAV returns.
[ Table 10 ] Table 10 shows that daily ETF-NAV returns are negatively and significantly exposed to the market factor (holds for the average ETF in every style); large-cap ETFs are positively exposed to SMB (small-cap ETFs have insignificantly negative exposure), while Value ETFs are negatively exposed to the HML factor (growth ETFs also have a marginally negative exposure).
These results do not line up with the explanation that ETF returns are fundamentally more risky relative their NAV returns. The economic significance is marginal as indicated by the minor increase in R 2 compared to the baseline model that only controls for mean-reversion in ETF-NAV returns, and by the fact that these findings are wiped out at lower return horizons.
Another possibility is that ETFs are differentially exposed to systematic liquidity risk, especially because there are large differences in liquidity between the ETF and its underlying portfolio. This story is, however, unlikely because recent evidence on the pricing of liquidity risk in U.S. stocks suggests that the characteristic liquidity premium has declined considerably over time and is priced only among the smallest stocks, while systematic liquidity is priced primarily among NASDAQ stocks (Ben-Rephael, Kadan and Wohl, 2013) . In contrast, my results are not driven by small-cap ETFs. To formally investigate this issue I augment the Fama-French 3-factor model with the market-wide funding liquidity factor based on Hu, Pan and Wang (2013) , which is available at the daily level from the author's website. The results show that HPW's funding liquidity variable enters with a positive and significant coefficient for large-cap ETFs, not smallcaps as we might have expected based on the prior literature (see Panel B) . As before, the results are wiped out at lower horizons. Thus, differences in systematic risk are unlikely to be able to explain the comovement patterns documented earlier among ETF-NAV returns.
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper I analyze excessive comovements in returns directly by using a set of twin-based securities: the return differential between an Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) and its underlying portfolio of securities (NAV) contains no fundamental risk, but the two are subject to different sources of transient price pressure. My conjecture is that the correlated demand by a liquiditybased clientele in ETFs is the source of excess comovement in ETF returns.
My findings indicate that ETFs comove excessively with other ETFs that have similar style characteristics (size and value/growth), while there are no excess comovements among ETFs in distant styles (matching neither size, nor valuation). Similar comovement patterns are found in the abnormal trading activity of ETFs and in shocks to ETF liquidity (relative to its underlying portfolio). More importantly, I find that these proxies for correlated demand shocks predict onequarter ahead ETF return comovements. In accordance with liquidity being a factor in inducing clientele differences between ETFs and their underlying portfolio, I show that return comovements are higher for funds with more desirable liquidity characteristics.
These excess ETF return comovement are found to persist across daily, weekly and even monthly return horizons. This is consistent with some degree of persistence in demand shocks combined with arbitrage costs that prevent from arbitrageurs from fully eliminating the mispricing.
I also consider, and reject, several alternative theories based on non-investor driven commonalities in fund characteristics that might explain the comovements among ETF-NAV return differentials. The first is based on correlated changes in liquidity within an ETFs own style, while the second considers the possibility that there are differences in systematic risk exposure between ETFs and NAVs. Neither explanation has much explanatory power.
My overall conclusion is that the excess comovement in ETF returns is mainly driven by the correlated non-fundamental demand of a liquidity-based clientele. (2) :
where the dependent variable is the ETF-NAV return difference, − is the ETF premium and the return factors are equally weighted ETF-NAV return differences of (1) other Small-, Mid-and Large-Cap ETFs, or (2) other Value and Growth ETFs. Hypothesis 2 predicts significant own-category betas (in bold). I report average betas by category and across the factors. T-statistics for the mean are adjusted for cross-correlation as in Hameed, Kang and Viswanathan (2010) . */**/*** denotes statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1 % level. Panels A, B and C report results for the daily, weekly and monthly return horizon respectively. N is the total number of observations across all ETFs in a category. R 2 is the average R-squared. This table reports the results from estimating the following panel regression:   ,  , 1  ,  ,  , , ,
where the dependent variable is the ETF-NAV return difference and − is the ETF premium. The two return factors are weighted ETF-NAV return differences of other ETFs that match 1) the same size and/or the valuation category of ETF i (OWN) and 2) neither the size, nor the valuation category of ETF i (Distant). Equal weight is given to funds that match only one style dimension (size or valuation), and twice the equal weight is given to funds that match both style dimensions (size and valuation). Blend funds (neither value, nor growth) are matched only by their size category. ETFs in the distant category are all equally-weighted. I report average betas across all ETFs. T-statistics for the mean are adjusted for crosscorrelation as in Hameed, Kang and Viswanathan (2010) . T-statistics at the 5th, 50th and 95th refer to fund specific tstatistics and are based on white standard errors. */**/*** denotes statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1 %. 
 
The regressions include lagged, concurrent and lead values for the factors. I report the average and median values for the concurrent, lagged, lead, sum coefficients and Adjusted R 2 ; the percentage of funds with positive coefficients, the percentage of funds with positive and significant coefficients, negative and significant coefficients. Test of statistical significance for the mean is based on the cross-sectional t-statistic for the average coefficient, while the significance for the median is based on a sign-test. */**/*** denotes statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1 % level. ), flows to ETF i's institutional owners ( , −1 ), equallyweighted flows to institutional owners of other ETFs matching the style of ETF i ( , −1 ) and equally-weighted flows to institutional owners of ETFs not matching the style of ETF i ( , −1 ). Fund specific variables included are expense ratios (EXP), log of assets under management (AUM), idiosyncratic risk (ID RISK), proportional monthly ETF and underlying portfolio quoted spreads (ETF QSPR, UND QSPR; signed to indicate liquidity). Macro variables include the volatility of NAV returns (STD(NAV)) and fund liquidity (NOISE). The timing of variables (q or q-1) corresponds to that used in the regressions in Table 7 .
Variables
(1) .07 -0.08 -0.10 -0.09 -0.51 1.00 (11) ID RISK, q-1 0.03 -0.05 -0.04 0.13 0.20 0.24 0.68 0.68 0.04 -0.11 1.00 (12) ETF QSPR, q-1 0.10 0.10 0.26 -0.07 -0.26 -0.29 -0.46 -0.59 -0.31 0.59 -0.57 1.00 (13)UND QSPR, q-1 -0.13 0.03 -0.02 -0.13 -0.24 -0.28 -0.55 -0.67 -0.04 0.15 -0.63 0.65 1.00 ) for ETF i on the following measures of correlated demand shocks: commonality in abnormal trading activity ( , −1 2 ), commonality in relative liquidity ( , −1 2 ), flows to ETF i's institutional owners ( , −1 ), equally-weighted flows to institutional owners of other ETFs matching the style of ETF i ( , −1 ) and equally-weighted flows to institutional owners of ETFs not matching the style of ETF I ( , −1 ). Comovements are based on the model R2, or the fraction of the variation in the dependent variable (ETF-NAV returns, relative turnover or liquidity) attributable to the own and distant style factors. Other variables included are fund expense ratios, assets under management (AUM), idiosyncratic risk (ID RISK), proportional monthly ETF and underlying portfolio quoted spreads (ETF QSPR, UND QSPR; signed to indicate liquidity), volatility of NAV returns (STD(NAV)), fund liquidity (NOISE). All variables are measured at the end of quarter q-1 except for the macro variables STD(NAV) and NOISE that are contamporaneous. */**/*** denotes statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1 % level. Standard errors are clustered by fund.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
, −1 2 0.369*** 0.352*** 0.373*** 0.372*** 0.342*** 0.338*** 0.173*** ) for ETF i on fund characteristics, macro variables, proxies for correlated demand shocks and measures of return comovements for the underlying securities in the ETF's underlying portfolio. Table 7 provides more details on the remaining variables. */**/*** denotes statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1 % level. Standard errors are clustered by fund.
(1) (2) (3)
, − This table reports regressions of the change premiums (ETF-NAV returns) on the lagged premium (not shown), shock to relative ETF liquidity ( , ), shock to the equally-weighted relative liquidity of ETFs in the Own and Distant categories ( , and , ). I report average coefficient across all ETFs. T-statistics for the mean are adjusted for crosscorrelation as in Hameed, Kang and Viswanathan (2010) . */** denotes statistical significance at the 10 and 5 % level. ∆R 2 is the average improvement in R-squared compared to the model where ETF-NAV returns are only regressed against the lagged level of premium.
Daily horizon
Weekly This table reports regressions of ETF-NAV returns on the lagged level of premium to control for mean-reversion, MKT, SMB, HML and funding liquidity (NOISE) factors, estimated fund-by-fund using all available observations. T-statistics for the mean are adjusted for cross-correlation as in Hameed, Kang and Viswanathan (2010) . */**/*** denotes statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1 % level. ∆R 2 is the average improvement in R-squared compared to the model where ETF-NAV returns are only regressed against the lagged level of premium.
Daily horizon Weekly horizon Monthly horizon
Factor By style (a) (b) (a) (b) (a)
MKT All -0.0193*** -0.0197*** -0.0052 -0.0055 0.0003 0.0008 Small -0.0203*** -0.0203*** -0.0054 -0.0053 0.0034 0.0053 Large -0.0184*** -0.0189*** -0.0045* -0.0049** -0.0009 -0.0010 Value -0.0217*** -0.0223*** -0.0049* -0.0051* -0.0008 -0.0003 Growth -0.0190*** -0.0190*** -0.0052 -0.0055 0.0003 0.0008 SMB All 0.0055 0.0073 0.0073 0.0068 -0.0014 -0.0011 Small -0.0124* -0.0110 -0.0013 -0.0012 -0.0064 -0.0048 Large 0.0121** 0.0137*** 0.0081 0.0074 0.0000 -0.0003 Value 0.0081 0.0109* 0.0070 0.0067 0.0009 0.0008 Growth 0.0086* 0.0098** 0.0073 0.0068 -0.0014 -0.0011 HML All -0.0117*** -0.0108*** 0.0030 0.0035 0.0013 0.0013 Small -0.0119** -0.0116** 0.0044 0.0043 0.0019 0.0014 Large -0.0095** -0.0082* 0.0033 0.0041 0.0016 0.0017 Value -0.0219*** -0.0209*** 0.0017 0.0021 0.003 0.0029 Growth -0. 
